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Sccm For Dummies
Enhance your skills in expert module development,
deployment, security, DevOps, and cloud Key Features
A step-by-step guide to get you started with PowerShell
Core 6.0 Harness the capabilities of PowerShell Core 6.0
to perform simple to complex administration tasks Learn
core administrative concepts such as scripting, pipelines,
and DSC Book Description Beginning with an overview
of the different versions of PowerShell, Learn PowerShell
Core 6.0 introduces you to VSCode and then dives into
helping you understand the basic techniques in
PowerShell scripting. You will cover advanced coding
techniques, learn how to write reusable code as well as
store and load data with PowerShell. This book will help
you understand PowerShell security and Just Enough
Administration, enabling you to create your own
PowerShell repository. The last set of chapters will guide
you in setting up, configuring, and working with Release
Pipelines in VSCode and VSTS, and help you
understand PowerShell DSC. In addition to this, you will
learn how to use PowerShell with Windows, Azure,
Microsoft Online Services, SCCM, and SQL Server. The
final chapter will provide you with some use cases and
pro tips. By the end of this book, you will be able to
create professional reusable code using security insight
and knowledge of working with PowerShell Core 6.0 and
its most important capabilities. What you will learn Get to
grips with Powershell Core 6.0 Explore basic and
advanced PowerShell scripting techniques Get to grips
with Windows PowerShell Security Work with
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centralization and DevOps with PowerShell Implement
PowerShell in your organization through real-life
examples Learn to create GUIs and use DSC in
production Who this book is for If you are a Windows
administrator or a DevOps user who wants to leverage
PowerShell to automate simple to complex tasks, then
this book is for you. Whether you know nothing about
PowerShell or just enough to get by, this guide will give
you what you need to go to take your scripting to the
next level. You’ll also find this book useful if you’re a
PowerShell expert looking to expand your knowledge in
areas such as PowerShell Security and DevOps.
Microsoft Power Automate is a workflow automation
solution included in Microsoft 365. This book explores
the core concepts of workflow automation, such as
working with connectors, triggers, and actions, along with
their practical implementation in automating business
tasks and simplifying digital processes to boost
enterprise productivity.
Take a deep dive into the world of Windows desktop
deployment using the Microsoft Deployment Toolkit
About This Book Learn Microsoft Deployment Toolkit
best practices and how to adopt them into your
deployment project Troubleshoot task sequence errors
and quickly resolve deployment blockers An easy-tofollow, in-depth guide to image creation, customization,
and deployment of Windows Who This Book Is For This
book is ideal for those deploying or planning to deploy
Windows, in need of a top-to-bottom guide on project
deployment. It is also an invaluable resource for
consultants who need a top-to-bottom guide (or just a
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refresher) on project deployment. What You Will Learn
Build a production-ready MDT environment Administer
the environment for multiple users Customize your
reference image with an MDT Task Sequence Create
standalone media for offline deployments Customize the
default user profile according to the version of Windows
Get to grips with some troubleshooting steps and
processes to reduce the time for recovery of a failed
image Customize and create Windows images for
deployment Discover useful tips and tricks to help save
time in your deployment projects In Detail The Microsoft
Deployment Toolkit (MDT) provides a comprehensive
collection of tools, processes, and guidance for
automating desktop and server deployments. It
considerably reduces deployment time and standardizes
desktop and server images. Moreover, MDT offers
improved security and ongoing configuration
management. Microsoft Deployment Toolkit is the official
supported method of creating and customizing Windows
images for deployment. Starting from scratch, this book
walks you through the MDT setup, task sequence
creation, and image deployment steps in detail. Breaking
down the various MDT concepts, this book will give you
a thorough understanding of the deployment process.
Beginning with imaging concepts and theory, you will go
on to build a Microsoft Deployment Toolkit environment.
You will understand the intricacies of customizing the
default user profile in different versions of Windows.
Driver handling can be a challenge for larger
organizations; we'll cover various driver concepts
including mandatory driver profiles. ]Other important
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topics like the User State Migration Tool (USMT),
configuration of XML files, and how to troubleshoot the
USMT are also discussed in the book. We will cover the
verifier and Windows Performance Toolkit for image
validation scenarios. Furthermore, you will learn about
MDT web frontend implementation as well as how to
utilize the database capabilities of MDT for deeper
deployment options. We'll wrap it all up with some links
to resources for more information, blogs to watch, and
useful Twitter handles. Style and approach This is a
comprehensive guide written using a step-by-step
approach. It begins with the basics and gradually moves
on to the advanced topics MDT.
Designed to help enterprise administrators develop realworld, job-role-specific skills—this Training Guide focuses
on deploying and managing core infrastructure services
in Windows Server 2012. Build hands-on expertise
through a series of lessons, exercises, and suggested
practices—and help maximize your performance on the
job. This Microsoft Training Guide: Provides in-depth,
hands-on training you take at your own pace Focuses on
job-role-specific expertise for deploying and managing
Windows Server 2012 core services Creates a
foundation of skills which, along with on-the-job
experience, can be measured by Microsoft Certification
exams such as 70-410 Coverage includes: Deploying
Servers and Domain Controllers Remote Management
Administering Active Directory Network Administration
Using Group Policy Provisioning and Managing Storage
Deploying Hyper-V Hosts Deploying and Managing
Virtualized Workloads Deploying File Servers Managing
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Print Services
Understand, create, deploy, and maintain a public cloud
usingMicrosoft Azure Mastering Microsoft Azure
Infrastructure Services guidesyou through the process of
creating and managing a public cloud andvirtual network
using Microsoft Azure. With step-by-stepinstruction and
clear explanation, this book equips you with theskills
required to provide services both on-premises andoffpremises through full virtualization, providing a
deeperunderstanding of Azure's capabilities as an
infrastructure service.Each chapter includes online
videos that visualize and enhance theconcepts
presented in the book, and access to a Windows app
thatprovides instant Azure updates and demonstrates
the process ofgoing from on-premises to public cloud via
Azure. Coverage includesstorage customization,
connectivity, virtual networks, backing up,hybrid
environments, System Center management, and more,
giving youeverything you need to understand, evaluate,
deploy, and maintainenvironments that utilize Microsoft
Azure. Understand cost, options, and applications of
Infrastructure asa Service (IaaS) Enable on- and offpremises connectivity to Azure Customize Azure
templates and management processes Exploit key
technologies and embrace the hybridenvironment
Mastering Microsoft Azure Infrastructure Services is
yourtotal solution.
Provides information on planning and managing
Windows Server 2012, including tips on troubleshooting,
workarounds, and handling system administration tasks.
If you are a Microsoft System Center administrator who
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manages System Center environments and utilizes the
console for management, then this book is ideal for you.
This book is also for System Center users who now want
to learn to manage systems using PowerShell.
Annotation Over the past 10 years, distributed systems
have become more fine-grained. From the large multimillion line long monolithic applications, we are now
seeing the benefits of smaller self-contained services.
Rather than heavy-weight, hard to change Service
Oriented Architectures, we are now seeing systems
consisting of collaborating microservices. Easier to
change, deploy, and if required retire, organizations
which are in the right position to take advantage of them
are yielding significant benefits. This book takes an
holistic view of the things you need to be cognizant of in
order to pull this off. It covers just enough understanding
of technology, architecture, operations and organization
to show you how to move towards finer-grained systems.
Summary Learn Windows PowerShell in a Month of
Lunches, Third Edition is an innovative tutorial designed
for busy IT professionals. This updated edition covers
PowerShell features that run on Windows 7, Windows
Server 2008 R2 and later, PowerShell v3 and later, and
includes v5 features like PowerShellGet. Purchase of the
print book includes a free eBook in PDF, Kindle, and
ePub formats from Manning Publications. About the
Technology PowerShell is both a scripting language and
an administrative shell that lets you control and automate
nearly every aspect of Windows. It accepts and executes
commands interactively and you can write scripts to
manage most Windows servers like Exchange, IIS, and
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SharePoint, as well as online services like Azure and
Office 365. About the Book Learn Windows PowerShell
in a Month of Lunches, Third Edition is an innovative
tutorial designed for busy IT professionals. Just set aside
one hour a day - lunchtime would be perfect - for a
month, and you'll be automating Windows tasks faster
than you ever thought possible. This updated edition
covers PowerShell features that run on Windows 7,
Windows Server 2008 R2 and later, PowerShell v3 and
later, and includes v5 features like PowerShellGet.
What's Inside Learn PowerShell from the beginning, no
experience required! Covers PowerShell v3 and up,
Windows 7, and Windows Server 2008 R2 and later
Each lesson takes you an hour or less About the Reader
Experience with Windows administration is helpful. No
programming or scripting experience needed. About the
Author Veteran PowerShell MVPs Don Jones and Jeffery
Hicks bring years as successful trainers to this concise,
easy-to-follow book. Table of Contents Before you begin
Meet PowerShell Using the help system Running
commands Working with providers The pipeline:
connecting commands Adding commands Objects: data
by another name The pipeline, deeper Formatting - and
why it's done on the right Filtering and comparisons A
practical interlude Remote control: one-to-one, and oneto-many Using Windows Management Instrumentation
and CIM Multitasking with background jobs Working with
many objects, one at a time Security alert! Variables: a
place to store your stuff Input and output Sessions:
remote control with less work You call this scripting?
Improving your parameterized script Advanced remoting
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configuration Using regular expressions to parse text
files Additional random tips, tricks, and techniques Using
someone else's script Never the end PowerShell cheat
sheet
Microsoft System Center Configuration Manager’s SQL
Server database contains valuable information about
your users, computers, hardware, operating systems,
applications, compliance status, and much more.
Microsoft has provided excellent tools for extracting this
information in meaningful ways, including SQL Server
Reporting Services (SSRS) and SQL Server Data Tools
Business Intelligence (SSDT-BI). System Center
Configuration Manager Reporting Unleashed shows you
how to make the most of these tools. World-renowned
System Center reporting guru Garth Jones and his
expert coauthors guide you through all facets of custom
reporting with System Center. You’ll walk through
installing and configuring SSRS, using SQL views to find
the data you need, writing SQL queries, creating basic
and advanced reports, and using role-based
administration to securely deliver those reports to the
correct individuals. Jones brings together reliable,
comprehensive, and up-to-date System Center reporting
techniques you’ll find in no other book or website. Using
this guide, you can consistently retrieve the right
information to solve immediate problems and quickly
respond to management concerns. Detailed information
on how to… • Install and configure SQL SSRS for optimal
System Center reporting and easier troubleshooting •
Understand the data stored in the ConfigMgr site
database • Efficiently retrieve ConfigMgr data by writing
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SQL queries in SQL Server Management Studio • Learn
best practices for developing and designing System
Center reports • Create report templates, customize
content with report parameters, and embed charts •
Customize logos, color palettes, and other report
elements for your own organization • Construct
advanced drillthroughs to provide deeper understanding
• Strengthen report security by integrating ConfigMgr
role-based administration into SQL queries • Leverage
reporting to measure KPIs and gain a better
understanding of your environment • Tailor your reports
to the needs of end-users or management • Foreword by
Wally Mead, Principal Program Manager, Cireson The
only book entirely dedicated to Configuration Manager
reporting, this guide complements Meyler's System
Center 2012 Configuration Manager Unleashed, offering
far more in-depth coverage of reporting than the single
chapter in that book. Most of the content in this new
guide will be equally valuable in both System Center
2016 and 2012 environments.
Your hands-on, step-by-step guide to automating
Windows administration with Windows PowerShell 3.0
Teach yourself the fundamentals of Windows PowerShell
3.0 command line interface and scripting language—one
step at a time. Written by a leading scripting expert, this
practical tutorial delivers learn-by-doing exercises,
timesaving tips, and hands-on sample scripts for
performing administrative tasks on both local and remote
Windows systems. Discover how to: Use built-in cmdlets
to execute commands Write scripts to handle recurring
tasks Use providers to access information beyond the
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shell environment Configure network components with
Windows Management Instrumentation Manage users,
groups, and computers with Active Directory services
Execute scripts to administer and troubleshoot Microsoft
Exchange Server 2010
Your hands-on guide to Windows PowerShell scripting
fundamentals Expand your expertise--and teach yourself
the fundamentals of Windows PowerShell scripting,
including features available in Windows PowerShell 5. If
you are an IT professional, power user, or consultant,
you’ll get the guidance, exercises, and code you need to
master core techniques for automating Windows setup,
deployment, and management. Discover how to: Run
cmdlets and command-line utilities Administer Windowsbased servers and desktops with built-in cmdlets Use
providers to access external information Write and run
scripts from the Windows ISE Create functions that are
easy to maintain Build standardized environments with
profiles Automate Windows systems with WMI, CIM
cmdlets, and remoting Automate Active Directory
Domain Services (AD DS) Debug scripts and handle
errors Run commands that survive interruptions Use
Desired State Configuration (DSC) to manage software
services and their environments Get powerful new
modules from PowerShell Gallery About You This book
is for: IT professionals and power users who want to get
productive with Windows PowerShell, including new
features in Windows PowerShell 5 Windows system
administrators who want to be more efficient and
productive Anyone pursuing Windows PowerShell
certifications No experience with Windows PowerShell or
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other scripting technologies necessary
Learn Configmgr 2012 in a Month of LunchesCovers
System Center 2012 R2 Configuration ManagerManning
Publications Company
Conquer SQL Server 2019 administration–from the
inside out Dive into SQL Server 2019 administration–and
really put your SQL Server DBA expertise to work. This
supremely organized reference packs hundreds of
timesaving solutions, tips, and workarounds–all you need
to plan, implement, manage, and secure SQL Server
2019 in any production environment: on-premises, cloud,
or hybrid. Six experts thoroughly tour DBA capabilities
available in SQL Server 2019 Database Engine, SQL
Server Data Tools, SQL Server Management Studio,
PowerShell, and Azure Portal. You’ll find extensive new
coverage of Azure SQL, big data clusters, PolyBase,
data protection, automation, and more. Discover how
experts tackle today’s essential tasks–and challenge
yourself to new levels of mastery. Explore SQL Server
2019’s toolset, including the improved SQL Server
Management Studio, Azure Data Studio, and
Configuration Manager Design, implement, manage, and
govern on-premises, hybrid, or Azure database
infrastructures Install and configure SQL Server on
Windows and Linux Master modern maintenance and
monitoring with extended events, Resource Governor,
and the SQL Assessment API Automate tasks with
maintenance plans, PowerShell, Policy-Based
Management, and more Plan and manage data
recovery, including hybrid backup/restore, Azure SQL
Database recovery, and geo-replication Use availability
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groups for high availability and disaster recovery Protect
data with Transparent Data Encryption, Always
Encrypted, new Certificate Management capabilities, and
other advances Optimize databases with SQL Server
2019’s advanced performance and indexing features
Provision and operate Azure SQL Database and its
managed instances Move SQL Server workloads to
Azure: planning, testing, migration, and post-migration

Did you just land a new IT job only to learn that the
company is using Microsoft Endpoint Manager?
Perhaps you stretched the truth on your resume and
now you're paying for it? Maybe you're an old-hat
endpoint management pro for another product but
your boss just told you that the company is
migrating? Sink or swim. Whatever your position,
this book will become your new best friend as you
ramp up. You will learn the key concepts and cement
them as you work through lab activities and
exercises until you understand each of the building
blocks required for your own end-to-end
solutions.This book is for IT admins who want to
learn the ropes when it comes to Microsoft Endpoint
Manager:?Microsoft Endpoint Manager components
across Intune, Configuration Manager, Azure AD,
Microsoft defender for Endpoint and Office
365.?Deploying Mobile Device Management (MDM)
including setting up, enrolling, and managing iOS,
macOS, Android, and Windows 10
devices.?Deploying applications and managing them
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with Mobile Application Management
(MAM).?Security concepts across the endpoint
management ecosystem including device
compliance and conditional access.
How do you start? How should you build a plan for
cloud migration for your entire portfolio? How will
your organization be affected by these changes?
This book, based on real-world cloud experiences by
enterprise IT teams, seeks to provide the answers to
these questions. Here, you’ll see what makes the
cloud so compelling to enterprises; with which
applications you should start your cloud journey; how
your organization will change, and how skill sets will
evolve; how to measure progress; how to think about
security, compliance, and business buy-in; and how
to exploit the ever-growing feature set that the cloud
offers to gain strategic and competitive advantage.
Part of a series of specialized guides on System
Center, this book focuses on Microsoft System
Center Operations Manager. For the seasoned
professional, it covers the role of the Operations
Manager product, the best practices for working with
management packs, how to use the reporting feature
to simplify managing the product, how to thoroughly
troubleshoot, and how to use and install Operations
Manager in the Microsoft Azure Public Cloud
environment.
Get up to date quickly with clear, expert coverage of
SCCM 2016 Mastering System Center Configuration
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Manager provides comprehensive coverage of
Microsoft's powerful network software deployment
tool, with a practical hands-on approach. Written by
Santos Martinez, Peter Daalmans, and Brett
Bennett, this guide walks you through SCCM 2016
with in-depth explanations anchored in real-world
applications to get you up to speed quickly. Whether
you're planning a new installation or migrating from a
previous version of Configuration Manager, this book
provides clear instruction and expert insight to get
the job done right. Fully aligned with the latest
release, the discussion covers the newest tools and
features with examples that illustrate utility in a
variety of contexts. System Center Configuration
Manager (formerly SMS) is one of Microsoft's
flagship products; the 2016 release has been
updated with better Windows 10 and Windows
Server 2016 compatibility, improved tools for
managing non-Microsoft mobile devices in the cloud,
and more. This book provides start-to-finish
coverage and expert guidance on everything you
need to get your system up to date. Deploy software
and operating systems Automate processes and
customize configurations Monitor performance and
troubleshoot issues Manage security in the cloud
and on Virtual Machines SCCM 2016 improves your
ability to handle the bring-your-own-device influx in
managing mobile, streamlining the latest hiccup right
into the everyday workflow. Mastering System
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Center Configuration Manager provides the practical
coverage you need to get up and running
seamlessly.
A comprehensive and practical guide to Windows
Server 2016 About This Book In-depth coverage of
new features of Windows Server 2016 Gain the
necessary skills and knowledge to design and
implement Microsoft Server 2016 in enterprise
environment Know how you can support your
medium to large enterprise and leverage your
experience in administering Microsoft Server 2016, A
practical guide to administering Windows server
2016 Who This Book Is For The book is targeted at
System Administrators and IT professionals who
would like to design and deploy Windows Server
2016 (physical and logical) Enterprise infrastructure.
Previous experience of Windows Server operating
systems and familiarity with networking concepts is
assumed. System administrators who are upgrading
or migrating to Windows Server 2016 would also find
this book useful. What You Will Learn Familiarize
yourself with Windows Server 2016 ideology, the
core of most datacenters running today New
functions and benefits provided only by the new
Windows Server 2016 Get comfortable working with
Nanoserver Secure your network with new
technologies in Server 2016 Harden your Windows
Servers to help keep those bad guys out! Using new
built-in integration for Docker with this latest release
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of Windows Server 2016 Virtualize your datacenter
with Hyper-V In Detail Windows Server 2016 is the
server operating system developed by Microsoft as
part of the Windows NT family of operating systems,
developed concurrently with Windows 10. With
Windows Server 2016, Microsoft has gotten us
thinking outside of the box for what it means to be a
system administration, and comes with some
interesting new capabilities. These are exciting times
to be or to become a server administrator! This book
covers all aspects of administration level tasks and
activities required to gain expertise in Microsoft
Windows Server 2016. You will begin by getting
familiar and comfortable navigating around in the
interface. Next, you will learn to install and manage
Windows Server 2016 and discover some tips for
adapting to the new server management ideology
that is all about centralized monitoring and
configuration. You will deep dive into core Microsoft
infrastructure technologies that the majority of
companies are going to run on Server 2016. Core
technologies such as Active Directory, DNS, DHCP,
Certificate Services, File Services, and more. We will
talk about networking in this new operating system,
giving you a networking toolset that is useful for
everyday troubleshooting and maintenance. Also
discussed is the idea of Software Defined
Networking. You will later walk through different
aspects of certificate administration in Windows
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Server 2016. Three important and crucial areas to
cover in the Remote Access role -- DirectAccess,
VPN, and the Web Application Proxy -- are also
covered. You will then move into security functions
and benefits that are available in Windows Server
2016. Also covered is the brand new and allimportant Nano Server! We will incorporate
PowerShell as a central platform for performing
many of the functions that are discussed in this
book, including a chapter dedicated to the new
PowerShell 5.0. Additionally, you will learn about the
new built-in integration for Docker with this latest
release of Windows Server 2016. The book ends
with a discussion and information on virtualizing your
datacenter with Hyper-V. By the end of this book,
you will have all the ammunition required to start
planning for and implementing Windows Server
2016. Style and approach This book offers a
practical and wide coverage of all features of brand
new Microsoft Server 2016 along with tips on daily
administration tasks.
Enhance and secure your datacenter with the
newest Microsoft server platform Key Features
Develop necessary skills to design and implement
Microsoft Server 2019 in enterprise environment
Provide support to your medium to large enterprise
and leverage your experience in administering
Microsoft Server 2019 Effectively administering
Windows server 2019 with the help of practical
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examples Book Description Mastering Windows
Server 2019 – Second Edition covers all of the
essential information needed to implement and
utilize this latest-and-greatest platform as the core of
your data center computing needs. You will begin by
installing and managing Windows Server 2019, and
by clearing up common points of confusion
surrounding the versions and licensing of this new
product. Centralized management, monitoring, and
configuration of servers is key to an efficient IT
department, and you will discover multiple methods
for quickly managing all of your servers from a single
pane of glass. To this end, you will spend time inside
Server Manager, PowerShell, and even the new
Windows Admin Center, formerly known as Project
Honolulu. Even though this book is focused on
Windows Server 2019 LTSC, we will still discuss
containers and Nano Server, which are more
commonly related to the SAC channel of the server
platform, for a well-rounded exposition of all aspects
of using Windows Server in your environment. We
also discuss the various remote access technologies
available in this operating system, as well as
guidelines for virtualizing your data center with HyperV. By the end of this book, you will have all the
ammunition required to start planning for,
implementing, and managing Windows. What you
will learn Work with the updated Windows Server
2019 interface, including Server Core and Windows
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Admin Center Secure your network and data with
new technologies in Windows Server 2019 Learn
about containers and understand the appropriate
situations to use Nano Server Discover new ways to
integrate your data center with Microsoft Azure
Harden your Windows Servers to help keep the bad
guys out Virtualize your data center with Hyper-V
Who this book is for If you are a System
Administrator or an IT professional interested in
designing and deploying Windows Server 2019 then
this book is for you. Previous experience of Windows
Server operating systems and familiarity with
networking concepts is required.
In the past decade, CRRT has moved from a niche
therapy within specific specialty centers to the
standard of care for management of critically ill
patients with acute renal failure. Continuous Renal
Replacement Therapy provides concise, evidencebased, to-the-point bedside guidance about this
treatment modality, offering quick reference answers
to clinicians' questions about treatments and
situations encountered in daily practice. Organized
into sections on Theory; Pratice; Special Situations;
and Organizational Issues, Continuous Renal
Replacement Therapy provides a complete view of
CRRT theory and practice. Generous tables
summarize and highlight key points, and key studies
and trials are listed in each chapter.
Find the right information and present it the right way Take full
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advantage of all SQL Server Reporting Services can do for
you Without a way to interpret it, the data in your database
just sits there doing nothing. Now you have help! This handy
guide shows you how to retrieve data and create reports with
the newest version of SQL Server Reporting Services, so you
can deliver both hard copy and interactive, Web-based
reports that tell your story. Discover how to Access
information from different databases Build the right queries
Choose the best report type Move from other reporting tools
Deliver reports on demand Produce drill-down and drillthrough reports
"Updated to include Windows 10, 8.1, and 7 and Windows
Server 2016 and 2012"--Cover.
This best-selling resource provides a general overview and
basic information for all adult intensive care units. The
material is presented in a brief and quick-access format which
allows for topic and exam review. It provides enough detailed
and specific information to address most all questions and
problems that arise in the ICU. Emphasis on fundamental
principles in the text should prove useful for patient care
outside the ICU as well. New chapters in this edition include
hyperthermia and hypothermia syndromes; infection control in
the ICU; and severe airflow obstruction. Sections have been
reorganized and consolidated when appropriate to reinforce
concepts.
This is the comprehensive reference and technical guide to
Microsoft System Center Configuration Manager 2012. A
team of expert authors offers step-by-step coverage of
related topics in every feature area, organized to help IT
professionals rapidly optimize Configuration Manager 2012
for their requirements, and then deploy and use it
successfully. The authors begin by introducing Configuration
Manager 2012 and its goals, and explaining how it fits into the
broader System Center product suite. Next, they fully address
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planning, design, and implementation. Finally, they
systematically cover each of Configuration Manager 2012's
most important feature sets, addressing issues ranging from
configuration management to software distribution. Readers
will learn how to use Configuration Manager 2012's usercentric capabilities to provide anytime/anywhere services and
software, and to strengthen both control and compliance. The
first book on Configuration Manager 2012, System Center
Configuration Manager 2012 Unleashed joins Sams' marketleading series of books on Microsoft's System Center product
suite: books that have achieved go-to status amongst IT
implementers and administrators worldwide.
Book + Content Update Program This is the most
comprehensive and realistic guide to Windows Server 2016
planning, design, prototyping, implementation, migration,
administration, and support. Extensively updated, it contains
unsurpassed independent and objective coverage of
Windows Server 2016’s key innovations, from the cloud and
containers to security and mobility. Windows Server 2016
Unleashed reflects the authors’ extraordinary experience
implementing Windows Server 2016 in large-scale
environments since its earliest alpha releases. Microsoft MVP
Rand Morimoto and colleagues fully address all aspects of
deploying and operating Windows Server 2016, including
Active Directory, networking, application services, security,
administration, business continuity, virtualization,
optimization, and troubleshooting. You’ll find up-to-theminute coverage of new features ranging from Storage
Spaces Direct to Cluster-Aware Updating, and Dynamic
Access Control to Nano Server. Valuable for Windows pros at
all levels, this book will be indispensable especially for
intermediate-to-advanced level professionals seeking expert,
in-depth solutions. Every chapter contains tips, tricks, best
practices, and lessons learned from actual
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deployments—practical help for solving real problems.
Detailed information on how to: Take full advantage of key
Windows Server 2016 innovations Plan, prototype, install,
migrate to, and deploy Windows Server 2016 and Server
Core Design a modern Windows Server Active Directory,
from OUs and infrastructure to Federated Forests and
Lightweight Directories Deliver reliable networking services:
DNS, WINS, DNSSEC, DHCP, IPv, IPAM, and IIS
Systematically harden server-level security Protect data in
transit with PKI, certificates, rights management, and IPsec
encryption Safely provide appropriate remote and mobile
access for your users Efficiently administer, automate,
maintain, and document Windows Server production
environments Control Windows devices centrally with Group
Policies and Policy Management Implement advanced fault
tolerance, clustering, and other business continuity features
Optimize, tune, and debug Windows Server, and plan for
growth Leverage integrated application services, including
SharePoint and Hyper-V In addition, this book is part of
InformIT’s Content Update Program, which provides content
updates for major technology improvements! As significant
updates are made to WIndows Server 2016, sections of this
book will be updated or new sections will be added to match
the updates to the technologies. As updates become
available, they will be delivered to you via a free Web Edition
of this book, which can be accessed with any Internet
connection. To learn more, visit informit.com/cup. How to
access the Web Edition: Follow the instructions in the book to
learn how to register your book to access the FREE Web
Edition.
Part of a series of specialized guides on System Center - this
book shares real-world expertise for using Configuration
Manager capabilities to deliver more effective IT services.
Series editor Mitch Tulloch and a team of System Center
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experts provide concise technical guidance as they step you
through key deployment and management scenarios.
A bestselling Exchange Server guide, updated for the 2016
release Mastering Microsoft Exchange Server 2016 is the
gold-standard reference for system administrators and firsttime users alike. Fully updated to align with the latest release,
this expert-led guide provides comprehensive coverage and
easy-to-follow tutorials for all aspects of Exchange Server
installation, configuration, and management. Whether you're
migrating from an earlier version or installing Exchange
Server for the first time, this book gives you quick access to
the answers you need. Step-by-step instructions walk you
through planning and design, installation, administration and
management, maintenance, and more, so you can get up to
speed quickly and get back to work. With a focus on the
hands-on details, the Microsoft Certified Masters author team
provides practical insight and invaluable guidance on every
aspect of Exchange Server 2016, from mastering the basics
to leveraging new features. Microsoft Exchange allows
access to e-mail, voicemail, and calendars at any time, from
almost any device. The 2016 release is designed specifically
to appeal to enterprises; if you've been tasked with the
implementation, this guide has the information you need. Get
up to speed with the latest changes and features Understand
server configurations, requirements, installation, and
migration Manage mailboxes, groups, connectivity, and the
client access server Troubleshoot common issues efficiently
and effectively Exchange Server 2016 shifts even more
control to the user, freeing administrators to perform more
critical tasks. Beefed-up architecture and more centralized
functions have eased configuration and upgrades, and a
robust cloud implementation is expected to draw enterprises
sooner rather than later. Systems administrators need to
become familiar with the latest changes, and Mastering
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Microsoft Exchange Server 2016 is the ultimate reference and
tutorial.

Teach yourself how to build, manage, and access SQL
Server 2008 reports—one step at a time. Whether you’re
a report developer, IT administrator, or business user,
this sequential, learn-by-doing tutorial shows you how to
deliver the business intelligence information your
organization needs. Discover how to: Install and
configure Reporting Services Put Report Builder and
Report Designer tools to work Create interactive, online
reports that enable users to sort and filter data Add
charts and gauges to present data visually Deploy
reports to Microsoft Office SharePoint Server Monitor
server performance and help secure content Use
subscriptions to distribute reports via e-mail Build ad hoc
reports and extend them with custom code CD features:
Practice exercises and code samples Fully searchable
eBook For customers who purchase an ebook version of
this title, instructions for downloading the CD files can be
found in the ebook.
Welcome to the world of Windows 10! Are you ready to
become the resident Windows 10 expert in your office?
Look no further! This book is your one-stop shop for
everything related to the latest updates to this popular
operating system. With the help of this comprehensive
resource, you'll be able to back up your data and ensure
the security of your network, use Universal Apps to make
your computer work smarter, and personalize your
Windows 10 experience. Windows 10 powers more than
400 million devices worldwide—and now you can know
how to make it work better for you with Windows 10 All-inPage 24/31
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One For Dummies. You’ll find out how to personalize
Windows, use the universal apps, control your system,
secure Windows 10, and so much more. Covers the
most recent updates to this globally renowned operating
system Shows you how to start out with Windows 10
Walks you through maintaining and enhancing the
system Makes it easy to connect with universal and
social apps If you’re a businessperson or Windows
power-user looking to make this popular software
program work for you, the buck stops here!
Over 31 simple yet incredibly effective recipes for
installing and managing System Center 2016 Endpoint
Protection About This Book This is the most practical
and up-to-date book covering important new features of
System Center 2016 Endpoint protection Gain
confidence in managing IT and protecting your server
against malware and other threats Configure and
automate reporting features and also prepare yourself for
a simple and pain-free migration process Who This Book
Is For If you are a System Administrator or Engineer
using System Center 2016 Endpoint Protection, then this
book is for you. You should have a good background
with Microsoft products in general, although no
knowledge of Endpoint Protection is required. What You
Will Learn Explore the best practices for Endpoint
Protection in System Center Configuration Manager
Provision the Endpoint Protection Client in a Disk Image
in Configuration Manager Get to know more about the
Security Center Configure definition and engine client
updates to be optimum for your bandwidth Make your
application or server work with Endpoint Protection
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enabled Find out how to deal with typical issues that may
occur with Endpoint Protection Know how to respond to
infections that often occur In Detail System Center
Configuration Manager is now used by over 70% of all
the business in the world today and many have taken
advantage engaging the System Center Endpoint
Protection within that great product. Through this book,
you will gain knowledge about System Center Endpoint
Protection, and see how to work with it from System
Center Configuration Manager from an objective
perspective. We'll show you several tips, tricks, and
recipes to not only help you understand and resolve your
daily challenges, but hopefully enhance the security level
of your business. Different scenarios will be covered,
such as planning and setting up Endpoint Protection,
daily operations and maintenance tips, configuring
Endpoint Protection for different servers and
applications, as well as workstation computers. You'll
also see how to deal with malware and infected systems
that are discovered. You'll find out how perform OS
deployment, Bitlocker, and Applocker, and discover what
to do if there is an attack or outbreak. You'll find out how
to ensure good control and reporting, and great defense
against threats and malware software. You'll see the
huge benefits when dealing with application
deployments, and get to grips with OS deployments,
software updates, and disk encryption such as Bitlocker.
By the end, you will be fully aware of the benefits of the
System Center 2016 Endpoint Protection anti-malware
product, ready to ensure your business is watertight
against any threat you could face. Style and approach
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Build robust SCEP and AV policies and discover the new
potential of exciting new features of SCEP 2016.
A solid introduction to the practices, plans, and skills
required for developing a smart system architecture
Information architecture combines IT skills with business
skills in order to align the IT structure of an organization
with the mission, goals, and objectives of its business.
This friendly introduction to IT architecture walks you
through the myriad issues and complex decisions that
many organizations face when setting up IT systems to
work in sync with business procedures. Veteran IT
professional and author Kirk Hausman explains the
business value behind IT architecture and provides you
with an action plan for implementing IT architecture
procedures in an organization. You'll explore the many
challenges that organizations face as they attempt to use
technology to enhance their business's productivity so
that you can gain a solid understanding of the elements
that are required to plan and create an architecture that
meets specific business goals. Defines IT architecture as
a blend of IT skills and business skills that focuses on
business optimization, business architecture,
performance management, and organizational structure
Uncovers and examines every topic within IT
architecture including network, system, data, services,
application, and more Addresses the challenges that
organizations face when attempting to use information
technology to enable profitability and business continuity
While companies look to technology more than ever to
enhance productivity, you should look to IT Architecture
For Dummies for guidance in this field.
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Summary "Learn System Center Configuration Manager
in a Month of Lunches" is a super-practical guide to
Microsoft System Center Configuration Manager. In this
book, you'll cut to the chase and learn the administrative
procedures and techniques that will keep your systems
humming smoothly. Purchase of the print book comes
with an offer of a free PDF, ePub, and Kindle eBook from
Manning. Also available is all code from the book. About
the Technology Businesses rely on a complex patchwork
of client computers, physical and virtual servers,
middleware, mobile devices, and cloud services.
Microsoft System Center Configuration Manager (SCCM)
sits in the middle of this mix, providing a single
administrative control center to deploy and manage
Windows servers and applications across your entire
infrastructure, including cross-platform management of
Mac OS X, Linux, and UNIX. To get up to speed with the
day-to-day tasks of managing a system with ConfigMgr,
all you need is this book and a quiet place to eat your
lunch. About the Book "Learn System Center
Configuration Manager in a Month of Lunches" is a superpractical guide to Microsoft System Center Configuration
Manager. In this book, you ll cut to the chase and learn
the administrative procedures and techniques that will
keep your systems humming smoothly. Whether you re a
new sysadmin or you already understand the inner
workings of Active Directory and Windows Server, you ll
be productive immediately as you work through the 22
self-contained lessons in this handy tutorial. What's
Inside Covers the latest build of Configuration
ManagerHow to simplify updates, operating system
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deployment, and reportingCross-platform and mobile
management including Linux, OS X, and WindowsSmart
application delivery About the Reader No prior
experience with System Center Configuration Manager
needed. About the Author James Bannan is a Cloud and
Datacenter Management MVP based in Australia. Table
of Contents Before you beginSetting up your lab
environment Making ConfigMgr aware of your
environment Managing ConfigMgr devices and users
Organizing devices and users Configuring ConfigMgr
clients Creating and configuring applications with the
AppModelDeploying applications and packages to
ConfigMgr clientsEnsuring that ConfigMgr clients can
access content Keeping ConfigMgr clients patched
Preparing to deploy Windows Deploying Windows
Advanced deployment of Windows with ConfigMgr and
MDTManaging Linux clients Deploying to Linux and Mac
clients Managing anti-malware with ConfigMgr Making
sure clients are healthy Reporting in ConfigMgr Keeping
an eye on your clients What to do when things go wrong
Securing ConfigMgr All engines full steam ahead"
System Center Configuration Manager Current Branch
provides a total systems management solution for a
people-centric world. It can deploy applications to
individuals using virtually any device or platform,
centralizing and automating management across onpremise, service provider, and Microsoft Azure
environments. In System Center Configuration Manager
Current Branch Unleashed, a team of world-renowned
System Center experts shows you how to make the most
of this powerful toolset. The authors begin by introducing
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modern systems management and offering practical
strategies for coherently managing today’s IT
infrastructures. Drawing on their immense consulting
experience, they offer expert guidance for ConfigMgr
planning, architecture, and implementation. You’ll walk
through efficiently performing a wide spectrum of
ConfigMgr operations, from managing clients, updates,
and compliance to reporting. Finally, you’ll find current
best practices for administering ConfigMgr, from security
to backups. Detailed information on how to: Successfully
manage distributed, people-centric, cloud-focused IT
environments Optimize ConfigMgr architecture, design,
and deployment plans to reflect your environment
Smoothly install ConfigMgr Current Branch and migrate
from Configuration Manager 2012 Save time and
improve efficiency by automating system management
Use the console to centralize control over infrastructure,
software, users, and devices Discover and manage
clients running Windows, macOS, Linux, and UNIX
Define, monitor, enforce, remediate, and report on all
aspects of configuration compliance Deliver the right
software to the right people with ConfigMgr applications
and deployment types Reliably manage patches and
updates, including Office 365 client updates Integrate
Intune to manage on-premise and mobile devices
through a single console Secure access to corporate
resources from mobile devices Manage Microsoft’s
enterprise antimalware platform with System Center
Endpoint Protection Using this guide’s proven
techniques and comprehensive reference information,
you can maximize the value of ConfigMgr in your
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environment–no matter how complex it is or how quickly
it’s changing.
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